


This card layout template is a tool to help you determine the 12 o’clock position of each card within your read-
ings and to provide a place to make notes. Of course, you do not have to use this guide, it is offered as an ad-
ditional tool to for your convenience.

The templates were formatted to fit onto a standard US 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper. When you print the templates, click 
on the option to fit the info onto the page and it will print at the proper size.

Using the Card Layout Templates

One Person Karma Readings

One Card Reading: Select the card (refer to page 17 in the 144 guidebook that came with the deck and page 22-23 
in the full-size guidebook) and drop it onto the template that is provided on page 5 of this guide. The blue dot at the 
top is the 12 o’clock position is your past life energy that wants to come through at this time. Your one card reading 
can be used for Past Life General Exploration, Past Life Talents and Abilities, Past Life Release of Fear or Phobia, Past 
Life Daily Energy Reflection and more.

Two Card Reading: Select the cards (refer to pages 22-23 in the full-size guidebook) and drop them onto the template 
that is one page 7 of this guide. One in the first spot and the second in the other spot. The blue dot at the top is the 
12 o’clock position is your past life energy that wants to come through at this time. 

Two card readings can be used for Past Life General Exploration, Past Life Talents and Abilities, Past Life Release of 
Fears and Phobias, and Past Life Daily Energy Reflections. The second card can clarify or expand the first card. 

Three Card Reading:  To “fit” the circular templates onto a standard 8.5 x 11 page, the layout of the readings was 
adjusted from the examples shown in the books. Select the cards (refer to page 17 in the 144 guidebook that came 
with the deck and 22-23 in the full-size guidebook). Then drop the cards onto the template on page 9, one in the first 
spot on the left side, one in the second spot on the upper right side, and the third card in the third spot on the lower 
right side. The blue dot at the top is the 12 o’clock position is your past life energy that wants to come through at this 
time.

Three card readings are powerful tools. The three card readings can be used to explore a Past Life with Resolved Karma, 
Unresolved Karma and Future Karma. You can do a Past Life Body, Past Life Mind, Past Life Spirit readings. The sky 
is the limit in possible three card combinations. 



Joint Karma Karma Readings

One Card Reading: For a one card Our Karma reading select one card from the deck (refer to page 17 in the 144 
page guidebook that comes with the deck and pages 22-23 in the full-size guidebook), and spin the card and drop it 
onto the template and note the position. Use the available open space on the guide sheet on page 7 for notes. Record 
the first card on the top position and the second spin of the card on the bottom position. The first card is the role you 
lived in that past life and the second spin is the role the other person lived. This Karma Karma reading can be used 
between partners, friends, you and your pet, co-worker situations, virtually any relationship. 

Our Karmic Challenge • Our Karmic Answer • Our Karmic Resolution

Three Card Readings: The three card reading will go into much greater depth into relationship questions and explora-
tions. Print two copies of the guide on page 9, one for your three cards and one for the other parties variation of the 
first cards. For the three card readings you will need to jot down the placements that are revealed for each card. 

For a three card reading spin, place three cards, and determine the specifics. Select three cards from the deck (refer to 
page 17 in the 144 page guidebook that comes with the deck and pages 22-23 in the full-size guidebook), and spin 
the cards, then note the position. Use the available open space on the guide sheet on page 9 on the first printed page. 
Record the first card on the left position, the second card on the upper right position, and the third card on the lower 
right position. 

The first card is the Our Karmic Challenge past life that began the karmic challenge for you and the other person, with 
the first turn of the card showing your role and the second turn of the same card showing their role. Jot down the card 
specifics (Male Farmer, Female Slave, etc.) onto the first printed page of the guide on page 9. Shut your eyes, turn the 
card a few spins, and stop when your intuition tells you to and drop the card onto the first spot on the second copy 
of page 9. 

The second card is Our Karmic Answer for the reading. This card is the past life that answers the karmic challenge 
for you and the other person, with the first turn of the card showing your role and the second turn of the same card 
showing their role.

The third card is Our Karmic Resolution for the reading, it signifies the past life you experienced together that resolves 
the karmic challenge, with the first turn of the card showing your role and the second turn of the same card showing 
their role.

To recap; the first card is your karmic challenge, with the first turn being your role and the second turn being the other  per-
son’s role. The second card is the karmic answer, with the first turn being your role and the other card being the other person’s 
role. The third card is the karmic resolution, with the first card being your role and the second card being the other person’s 
role. Record your three cards on the first sheet and the other parties cards on the second sheet. Remember, sexes, roles, and 
relationships with the same person can change from one lifetime to the next! 



Instant Karma One Card Reading

One Card Reading: Select the card (refer to page 14-15 in the 144 guidebook that came with the deck and page 20-21 
in the full-size guidebook) and drop it onto the template that is provided on page 5 of this guide. The blue dot at the 
top is the 12 o’clock position is your past life energy that wants to come through at this time. Your one card reading 
can be used for Past Life General Exploration, Past Life Talents and Abilities, Past Life Release of Fear or Phobia, Past 
Life Daily Energy Reflection and more.

Selecting one card is the perfect way to begin your past life exploration with this system. Whether you are starting with 
a simple...”Who was I before?” question on to more in depth exploration of an issue or concern, pulling one card is a 
great beginning. That said, one card readings can be all that is ever needed to gain deep and profound insights! This 
is an excellent exploration to dig into an unresolved issue, fear, concern, etc. You may draw a card every day and ask 
for the past life energy that is most meaningful for the upcoming day to be revealed. One card may be also drawn for 
insight into a past life that has given you a gift or ability for this lifetime. 

Refer to page 17 of the 144 page guidebook that came with the deck and pages 22-23 in the full-size guidebook for 
expanded information on One Card Instant Karma Readings.

Here is a sample intention, for more refer to either (or both) of the guidebooks.

“I respectfully ask that the past life most relevant to my life at this time be revealed and this exploration be 

for my highest good. Thank you.”  

“May the most helpful past life card appear. Thank you.”

“May the most helpful past life card for my day please appear. I respectfully ask this be for my highest good 

and the highest good of all involved. Thank you.”





Two Card Karma Karma Reading: Select the cards (refer to page 14-15 in the 144 guidebook that came with the 
deck and page 20-21 in the full-size guidebook) and drop them onto the template that is provided on page 5 of this 
guide. Drop one card in the top spot and the second in the lower spot. The blue dot at the top is the 12 o’clock posi-
tion is your past life energy that wants to come through at this time. 

Two card readings bring additional insights into a one card reading. The two card reading can be used for Past Life 
General Exploration, Past Life Talents and Abilities, Past Life Release of Fears and Phobias and Past Life Daily Energy 
Reflections. The second card can be the clarifier or expander for the first card.

Refer to pages 24-25 in the full-size guidebook for expanded information on Two Card Karma Karma Readings.

Here is a sample intention, for more refer to either (or both) of the guidebooks.

“I respectfully ask that the past life most relevant to my life at this time be revealed and this exploration be 

for my highest good. Thank you.”  

“May the most helpful past life card for me today appear. Thank you.”

One Card Our Karma Reading: This template is used for the one card Our Karma Reading. Select the card (refer 
to page 14-15 in the 144 guidebook that came with the deck and page 20-21 in the full-size guidebook) and drop it 
onto the template that is provided on page 5 of this guide. Use the available open space on the guide sheet on page 7. 
Record the first card on the top position and the second spin of the card on the bottom position. The first card is the 
Karmic Challenge you are facing with the other person, the second card is the Karmic Answer.

This Karma Karma reading can be used between partners, friends, you and your pet, employment situations, virtually 
any relationship. 

Refer to page 23 of the 144 page guidebook that came with the deck and pages 28-29 in the full-size guidebook for 
expanded information on One Card Our Karma Readings.

Here is a possible intention to set prior to beginning relationship readings. 

“May the Past Lives most relevant to the relationship I am having with ______ be shown. Please bring 

forward Past Lives that show what we are working on, the answer to our challenge and resolution to our 

relationship issues. I respectfully ask this exploration be for the highest good of all involved. Thank you.”





Three Card Karma Karma Karma Reading: Select the cards (refer to pages 14-15 in the 144 page guidebook that 
comes with the deck and  in the full-size guidebook) and drop the cards onto the template that is one page 7 of this 
guide. One in the first spot on the left, the second in the upper right spot and the third in the lower right spot. The 
blue dot at the top is the 12 o’clock position is your past life energy that wants to come through at this time. 

Three card readings are powerful tools. The three card reading can be used to explore a Past Life with Resolved Karma, 
Unresolved Karma and Future Karma. Possibly explore a Past Life Body, Past Life Mind, Past Life Spirit reading. The 
sky is the limit in possible three card combinations. Explore classic tarot three card spreads and adapt them to your 
past life exploration.

Refer to pages 18-21 of the 144 page guidebook that came with the deck and pages 26-27 in the full-size guidebook 
for expanded information on Three Card Karma Karma Karma Readings.

Here is a sample intention, for more refer to either (or both) of the guidebooks.

“I respectfully ask that the past life most relevant to my life at this time be revealed and this exploration be 

for my highest good. Thank you.”  

Three Card My Karma, Your Karma, Our Karma Reading: This template is used for the three card My Karma, Your 
Karma, Our Karma reading select three cards from the deck (refer to page 14-15 in the 144 page guidebook that comes 
with the deck and pages 28-31 in the full-size guidebook), and spin the card, then note the position. Use the available 
open space on the guide sheet on page 7. Record the first card on the top position and the second spin of the card on 
the bottom position. The first card is the Karmic Challenge you are facing with the other person, the second card is 
the Karmic Answer, and the third card is the Karmic Resolution.

This three card reading can be used between partners, friends, you and your pet, employment situations, virtually any 
relationship. 

Refer to pages 23-27 of the 144 page guidebook that came with the deck and pages 30-31 in the full-size guidebook 
for expanded information on Three Card My Karma, Your Karma, Our Karma Readings.

Here is a possible intention to set prior to beginning relationship readings. 

“May the Past Lives most relevant to the relationship I am having with ______ be shown. Please bring 

forward Past Lives that show what we are working on, the answer to our challenge and resolution to our 

relationship issues. I respectfully ask this exploration be for the highest good of all involved. Thank you.”





Example: Male Slave



Example One Card Our Karma Reading: Male Artisan and Male Farmer



Example: Female Middle Class

The first card is the Karmic Challenge (below) you 

are facing with the other person, the second card is 

the Karmic Answer (right), and the third card is the 

Karmic Resolution (lower right). The first person 

is on this page and the other person is on the next 

page. 

Example: Male Nobility

Example: Female Royalty



Example: Female Wealthy

Example: Female Slave

Example: Priest/Shaman


